API Fortress
Unified API testing automation and monitoring on
an end-to-end collaboration platform that is
continuously enabled by end-to-end insights
smarter feedback | simpler management | faster collaboration
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Customers

Quality at Speed must become a
new normal

Watching the World Burn
$2.8 trillion was spent in the U.S. due to poor quality software

Too many candidates get stuck in
testing bottlenecks - delaying
go-to-market or forcing developers
to ship products with insufficient
quality

Source: CISQ
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What causes these expensive
bottlenecks?

Consider that Modern Products Are Built
On a Foundation of APIs and Services
●

The apps, services, and platforms
that run the modern world are all
powered by APIs

●

But you never see APIs: they’re
mostly hidden in the underlying
structure

●

APIs carry very sensitive data that
is constantly changing

●

...UI tests miss many bugs that only
API testing will detect
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Yet QAs and Devs continue to test in frontend and
backend silos with siloed insights
QA SILO

QA SILO
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Sauce Labs Is Focused on E2E Quality
If your iceberg is sinking, no amount of testing the
frontend will give you the backend insights you need
to detect bugs and diagnose those bugs quickly and
effectively. Imagine using a collaborative solution for
UI and API testing that allows QAs, devs and citizen
testers to work in parallel on end-to-end quality.
Provision what you really need to achieve quality at
speed - and continually improve teamwork with
centralized visibility over all testing and debugging.
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Meet API Fortress
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Core Capabilities
Functional API Testing
Get started quickly by mass generating data-driven functional API tests*. Or
build functional tests with a CLI, IDE or scriptless Visual Composer. Validate the
entire API consumer ﬂow including side eﬀects for more accurate and usable
feedback. *SOAP, REST and GraphQL

API Monitoring
Go beyond uptime monitoring to transform the SLA performance of internal
and third-party APIs. Reuse API tests as functional uptime monitors that can
be executed via a built-in scheduler for complete control of API monitoring in
any environment.
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More Core Capabilities
Functional Load Testing
Reuse functional tests as API functional load tests that capture E2E issues
impacting performance. Isolate load issues in the API layer with detailed
reporting, and accelerate debugging throughout the lifecycle.

API Mocking
Leverage API mocking to kill pipeline dependencies, and shift API testing left
as early as design. Write API tests in parallel with API development even
when services are unavailable or rate limited. Build API mocks manually or
automatically from live API traﬃc.
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Use Cases and Applications

API Fortress in 1 Slide
Auto-generate or Manually Write and Automate API Tests
4

API
Mocking

1

Functional Testing

2

Integration Testing

3

Made for DevOps Speeds
5

API
Monitoring

Functional Load Testing

API Fortress unifies five core
tools on an API-first platform
that streamlines or automates
test generation for QAs,
developers and citizen testers.

Coverage and Results
You Can Trust
Get highly accurate and usable feedback throughout the SDLC.
Centralize testing management and significantly expand coverage.
Accelerate collaboration and debugging.

Development

Staging

Production
CONFIDENTIAL

Reuse APIF functional tests as
E2E tests, functional load tests,
and functional uptime monitors
that do not become flaky with
rapid iteration.

Use Cases and Applications (1)
ACCELERATE DEBUGGING
Many bugs cannot be captured by UI testing. And even when UI testing does catch a bug, it cannot diagnose why
something broke. Rapid debugging is best served by a single framework for UI and API testing.

1.

Check functionality across entire API consumer flows: A key to reducing testing time and/or increasing
testing scope is to run API tests that deliver more usable feedback. Rather than simply test endpoints against
a contract, APIF also validates test cases across any number of integrations in order to accurately capture
real world scenarios.

2.

Automate 3-legged OAuth flows: SSO authorization is now a common part of user behavior. APIF offers an
open-source “helper” app to automate OAuth to ensure that API testing and monitoring is not derailed - or
false-negatives are created by a test failing to properly check a whole consumer flow.

3.

Automate With or Without a CI/CD pipeline: APIF tests could almost be described as “anti-fragile” for
retaining test integrity through rapid iteration. In fact, APIF tests and monitors may be scheduled without a
CI/CD to ensure test integrity even when code changes have not matriculated to the CI/CD tool yet.
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Use Cases and Applications (2)
EXPAND COVERAGE
UI testing should be combined with API testing to detect bugs and errors that UI testing could never find in the core
functionality of a mobile app or cloud platform.

1.

Transform SLA Performance: APIF’s ease of reusing functional tests with unlimited assertions allows you to
auto-generate functional monitors that capture how and why code changes and stress impact functionality in
real world scenarios. Now, add more nines of reliability and ensure consistent performance in different traffic
patterns.

2.

Turn almost any database into an API: Data-driven testing at the API layer is much improved by using
dynamic rather than static data. APIF easily converts most databases into APIs for functional testing
automation or monitoring that captures real user behavior.

3.

Enhance API observability: APIF checks API side effects to enhance feedback with data points that often
help to diagnose external issues such as memory leaks and API security breaches.
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Use Cases and Applications (3)
SHIFT LEFT
DevOps teams want to accelerate releases with shorter testing sprints. By shifting testing left, fail-first or test-driven
approaches to development can more effectively capture real-world scenarios early in the lifecycle to help eliminate
many QA bottlenecks.

1.

Write code and API tests in parallel as early as design: APIF empowers developers to write API tests while
coding apps in their CLI or IDE, or use a local IDE to run and manage API tests anytime, anywhere. QAs and
citizen testers can also generate tests early with a powerful scriptless (low code) tool.

2.

Eliminate bottlenecks due to pipeline or microservices dependencies: Integrated API mocking and
testing in APIF allows for test generation before APIs are available. Teams may also mock APIs that are
rate-limited or costly to use for testing.

3.

Record API conversations: APIF offers an open-source microgateway that captures API traffic and records
API conversations for automated test generation in any environment. Now, shift left without increasing IT
resources.
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Use Cases and Applications (4)
SHIFT RIGHT
As features move from staging to production, costly bugs may emerge due to the inability of staging environments
to perfectly emulate production. Most of these bugs can be quickly detected and diagnosed with shift-right API
testing.

1.

Allow QAs to own API monitoring: APIF makes it easy to democratize domain awareness throughout the
SDLC by reusing functional, integration and load tests as functional API monitors that can run in any
environment. In this way, QAs can ensure that monitors in production significantly lower the risk of late-life
cycle bottlenecks or worse, of API bugs or vulnerabilities going live.

2.

Centralize visibility and ownership of API errors: With shift-left and shift-right testing coverage and
management, APIF can feed real-time API health data to a centralized analytics dashboard. Managers can
better understand what API testing teams are working on, and help to streamline API bug remediation by
understanding ownership of API flaws (identifying which frontend or backend team is needed to fix the bug).
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Use Cases and Applications (5 & 6)
SUPPLEMENT API SECURITY
One of the most vulnerable attack vectors of modern websites and apps is the communication layer between UI
and APIs. API testing should supplement API security tools by continually monitoring that communication layer
along with internal (backend) APIs for functional and performance issues. This data can be fed by APIF to
best-in-class API security tools for anomaly detection and alerting.

STREAMLINE MOBILE API TESTING
Mobile API behavior must reliably change based on the consumer and geo-location of a device. Unlike a website, a
mobile app cannot quickly reflect a global update almost instantly with most or all users. This makes mobile API
errors long-lived and much more costly to repair. By holistically checking full API consumer flows along with API side
effects, APIF can accurately capture real mobile user scenarios such as validating that an open banking API follows
the business logic for GDPR compliance differently based on the end-user’s physical location.
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Getting Started Is Easy:
Mass Generate Your First Functional
Tests in Minutes

The Hosted Cloud Plan
We host, set up, secure and maintain your instance in the cloud. Start a FREE TRIAL in
a snap. Discover public APIs or internal APIs on an allowlist.
● Postman Users: Simply import Postman Collections
with one click to automatically mass generate
functional tests with unlimited assertions. Reuse as
functional load tests and functional monitors.
● Spec Files: Generate tests from any spec file
including Swagger and OpenAPI.
● DataDog (or Other Infrastructure Monitor) Users:
Switch from synthetic monitoring to true functional
monitoring of API infrastructure via a simple integration
with our API-first platform.
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Optional Deployment: On-Premises
Maintain ownership of tests and testing data behind your firewall.

● Deploy this self-hosted plan via an on-premises
container (Docker or Kubernetes) in your datacenter or
cloud service
● Includes all capabilities of the Hosted Cloud plan with
additional capabilities: functional load testing and
API mocking
● Annual licenses include unlimited usage
● NOTE: It is easy to change your hosted cloud plan to an
on-premises plan with fast export of API tests
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Visit APIFortress.com to Start a Free Trial

BETTER TESTS.
FEWER INCIDENTS.
Success Stories
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Let’s Do This.

